New Kosciuszko Bridge

The

Cable-Stayed Bridge in NYC

On behalf of Governor Andrew Cuomo and the New York State Department of Transportation, Skanska USA and joint-venture partners Kiewit and ECCO III
Enterprises have made history by bringing the first cable-stayed bridge to New York City. The 78-year-old Kosciuszko Bridge will ultimately be replaced by two
new state-of-the-art bridges. The Queens-bound span (Phase I) opened to traffic on April 27, 2017, and is wide enough to carry traffic in both directions until
the original bridge is demolished and the Brooklyn-bound span (Phase II) is constructed.

Queens-bound New Kosciuszko Bridge
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Continental Congress during the war for American
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The New Kosciuszko Bridge
Queens-bound
Completed April 2017

Brooklyn-bound
Anticipated 2020

Some quick facts about the finished Queens-bound bridge:

1001’ long
99’ wide
83’ tall road deck

5.8 million

284
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pounds of steel

precast steel and
concrete deck panels

linear feet of strands
(roughly 189 miles) in
stay cables
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